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Basic Theatre Terminology Worksheet 

 

1. Creating ____________________________ with actors onstage is done so that every actor can be seen. 

2. ___________________________________________ is the type of stage where the audience surrounds 

the actors and the action taking place onstage on all sides. 

3. The actors’ left and the audience’s right is called _________________________________________ . 

4. A __________________________ of a script is usually used for auditions or when the script is large and 

the actor only has a bit part. 

5. Characters without names that move and speak together (usually in Greek theatre) is called the 

____________________________________ . 

6. The type of stage that is shaped like a picture frame is called a ________________________________ . 

7. The _____________________________________________ is an imaginary wall that separates the 

actors and the audience. 

8. The highest point of the story, which is also known as the turning point in a story is referred to as the 

____________________________________ . 

9. The __________________________________________ is where we perform theatre. 

10. ________________________________________________________ is a tool that actor’s use to make 

everything new and fresh. 

11. When a director tells an actor to ________________________________ , they want the actor to 

physically turn their body so the audience can see them. 

12. ________________________________ is what the actor who is not speaking does onstage while the 

other actors onstage are speaking. 

13. During a musical audition, the usual amount an actor will audition with is _______________________ . 

14. The hero of a show is known as the ________________________________________________ . 

15. The part of the stage closest to the audience is known as ____________________________________ . 



16. A ____________________________________ theatre is a type of theatre (usually used for 

experimental theatre) where the stage and the audience position can be changed. 

17. ___________________________________ is what characters say without saying it; also known as the 

“writing between the lines.” 

18. A type of blocking move where an actor moves to open a window for other actors is called a 

_____________________________________________ .  

19. Why your character does what they do is referred to in theatre as a character’s 

_______________________________________ . 

20. The centermost part of the stage is known as ______________________________________________ . 

21. When an actor moves across the stage to another position this is known as a _____________________ . 

22. When the audience surround three sides of a stage this is known as a ___________________________ . 

23. Anything the actor touches with their hands and that can be moved around the stage is known as a 

_________________________________ . 

24. The part of the stage that is furthest from the audience is known as ____________________________ . 

25. ___________________________________ is the information we gather about a character before the 

action starts. 

26. ____________________________________ is the art form that people study. 

27. ___________________________________________ is where there is no set script and actors make it 

up as they go along. 

28. Using the body to tell a story without words is referred to as a _________________________________ . 

29. The _________________________ is the scenery, furniture, etc. that makes up what the audience sees 

onstage; it doesn’t move. 

30. Whoever is against the story’s hero is known as the ______________________________________ . 

31. All of the actors who are not principal players are known as the ______________________________ . 

32. The text the playwright gives the actors to work from is known as a ____________________________ . 

33. The part of the stage to the actors’ right and the audience’s left is called _________________________ . 


